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Some Notes on the Reception of Josquin 
and of Northern Idioms in Portuguese 
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João Pedro d’Alvarenga

From Robert Stevenson’s contribution to the 1971 Josquin Festival-Conference we learn 
that the majority of the surviving evidence concerning Josquin’s impact in the Iberian 
Peninsula and particularly in Portugal dates from the late 1530s and 1540s onwards.1 By 
then, thanks to his reputation, Josquin had become a symbol in Portuguese humanistic 
culture and, as Kenneth Kreitner puts it in a recent article, he had turned into ‘a kind of 
obsession’ for Spanish musicians and patrons.2 Yet (again in Kreitner’s words) ‘during 
his own lifetime, if the extant sources are any indication, Josquin seems to have been 
regarded in Spain as just one composer among many’.3

The main surviving collection of Portuguese sources of polyphony dating from 
the first half of the sixteenth century consists of just five manuscript volumes, all 
originating from the Augustinian monastery of Santa Cruz in Coimbra (Coimbra, 
Biblioteca Geral da Universidade MM 6, MM 7, MM 9, MM 12, and MM 32).4 The 
manuscripts transmit Spanish, northern, and local repertories. According to Owen Rees, 
they were all compiled from around 1540 to the mid-1550s. Most of the pieces in Coimbra 
MM 12, apparently the oldest member of the group, can be related to the Spanish court. 
Coimbra MM 6 includes no northern composers.5 Other important, coeval Portuguese 
extant sources of different provenance are:

Ms. CIC 60 in the National Library of Portugal [Lisbon CIC 60]: a small songbook  –
of unknown origin containing both sacred and secular Iberian repertories. Dated by 
Rees to c. 1530-50.6 

* An early version of this article was read at the Medieval and Renaissance Music Conference in Utrecht, July 2009, as 
part of a panel session entitled ‘The Acquisition and Reception of Foreign Musical Repertories in Sixteenth-Century 
Portugal’. I acknowledge the support of the CESEM (Centre for the Study of Sociology and Aesthetics of Music) at the 
Universidade Nova, Lisbon, and I warmly thank Bernadette Nelson, Owen Rees, and the anonymous readers for this 
Journal for their invaluable comments and suggestions, and my wife, Isabel, for her constant support.

1 Robert Stevenson, ‘Josquin in the Music of Spain and Portugal’, in Josquin des Prez: Proceedings of the International 
Josquin Festival-Conference held at the Juilliard School at Lincoln Center, New York City, 21-25 June 1971, ed. Edward E. 
Lowinsky in collaboration with Bonnie J. Blackburn (London, 1976), 217-46.

2 Kenneth Kreitner, ‘Ave festiva ferculis and Josquin’s Spanish Reputation’, in Journal of the Royal Musical Association 
128 (2003), 1-29 at 5.

3 Kreitner, ‘Ave festiva ferculis’, 5. Given the fact that the historical image of Josquin and the transmission of his works 
have changed drastically in the course of the past fifteen years, the supposedly late reception of his music is by no 
means unusual or specific to the Iberian Peninsula. Modern scholarship on Josquin is summarized in Richard Sherr, 
‘Chronology of Josquin’s Life and Career’, in The Josquin Companion, ed. Richard Sherr (Oxford-New York, 2000), 
11-20, and discussed in Rob C. Wegman, ‘Who Was Josquin?’, in The Josquin Companion, 21-50; see also Jesse Rodin’s 
recent, substantial article on the composer, ‘“When in Rome...”: What Josquin Learned in the Sistine Chapel’, in Journal 
of the American Musicological Society 61 (2008), 307-72 esp. at 307-13.

4 The paucity of Portuguese sources prior to the mid-eighteenth century is mainly a consequence of the 1755 earthquake, 
the three French invasions in 1807-11, and the 30 May 1834 law which abolished all ecclesiastical regular institutions.

5 For the descriptions, inventories, concordances and datings of these sources, see Owen Rees, Polyphony in Portugal 
c. 1530-c. 1620: Sources from the Monastery of Santa Cruz, Coimbra (New York-London, 1995).

6 Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, esp. 431-36; idem, ‘Manuscript Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional, CIC 60: The Repertories and 
their Context’, in Revista Portuguesa de Musicologia 4-5 (1994-95), 53-93; and idem, ‘Texts and Music in LisbonBN 60’, 
in Revista de Musicologia 16 (1993), 1515-33.
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Ms. 967 in the Arquivo Distrital of Braga [Braga Ms. 967]: a large collection of  –
polyphonic mass propers by Miguel da Fonseca, chapelmaster of Braga cathedral in 
the early 1540s. The manuscript is entitled Liber introitus and datable to c. 1550.7

Gonçalo de Baena’s  – Arte nouamente inuentada pera aprender a tanger [‘Newly-Devised 
Art for Learning How to Play’]: a substantial collection of keyboard intabulations 
of vocal music, printed in Lisbon by the Frenchman German Galharde in 1540. It 
was probably compiled by 1536, as a royal privilege to publish it was granted in that 
year.8

All these Portuguese sources (excepting Coimbra MM 6)—certainly a tiny fraction of 
what existed at the time—tell roughly the same story as Spanish contemporary sources:9 
like their fifteenth-century predecessors, early- and mid-sixteenth-century Portuguese 
musicians were truly interested in northern polyphonic music.10 This is evident from 
the fact that northern music appears in manuscript collections along with Spanish and 
local repertories. However, Josquin emerges as a prominent composer only in Baena’s 
Arte. That his music was certainly not unknown in the early decades of the sixteenth 
century is suggested by the existence of a copy of the superius and tenor partbooks of 
Pettruci’s 1502 Misse Josquin in the National Library of Portugal that originally belonged 
to the library of the Cistercian Royal Abbey of Alcobaça.11 Yet he is undeniably under-
represented in manuscript sources, if present at all (see Tables 1a and 2a in the 
Appendix).

Three choirbooks originating in the Netherlands, two of them extremely well-
known sources, also bear witness to knowledge of and interest in northern polyphonic 
repertory in the early decades of the sixteenth century, particularly in Portuguese court 

7 João Pedro d’Alvarenga and Rui Cabral Lopes, ‘A polifonia na liturgia bracarense (primeira metade do século XVI)’, 
in A Catedral de Braga: Arte, Liturgia e Música, dos fins do século XI à época tridentina, ed. Ana Maria Rodrigues and 
Manuel Pedro Ferreira (Lisbon, 2008), 152-95; João Pedro d’Alvarenga, Estudos de Musicologia (Lisbon, 2002), 35-87 
(‘Polifonia na liturgia bracarense: o Liber introitus, primeiro testemunho quinhentista’); and João Pedro d’Alvarenga 
and Manuel Pedro Ferreira, ‘The Liber introitus of Miguel da Fonseca, and a Possible Improvisatory Model’, in Heinrich 
Isaac and Polyphony for the Proper of the Mass in the Late Middle Ages and Renaissance, ed. David J. Burn and Stefan 
Gasch (Turnhout, forthcoming). 

8 The only known copy is in Madrid, Biblioteca del Palacio Real, VIII/1816; see Tess Knighton, ‘A Newly Discovered 
Keyboard Source (Gonzalo de Baena’s Arte nouamente inuentada pera aprender a tanger, Lisbon, 1540): A Preliminary 
Report’, in Plainsong and Medieval Music 5 (1996), 81-112.

9 See Kreitner, ‘Ave festiva ferculis’, 5 ff. esp. Table 1 at 6-7. The most recent studies on the presence of northern compos-
ers and repertory in Spanish manuscript sources are Emilio Ros-Fábregas, ‘Flemish Polyphony in Sixteenth-Century 
Iberian Manuscripts’, in Yearbook of the Alamire Foundation 7 (2008), 99-119, and idem, ‘Script and Print: The 
Transmission of Non-Iberian Polyphony in Renaissance Barcelona’, in Early Music Printing and Publishing in the Iberian 
World, ed. Iain Fenlon and Tess Knighton (Kassel, 2006), 299-328; see also Bernadette Nelson, ‘The Court of Don 
Fernando de Aragón, Duke of Calabria in Valencia, c. 1526-c. 1550: Music, Letters, and the Meeting of Cultures’, in 
Early Music 32 (May 2004), 195-222. For a list of the Franco-Flemish composers in the Toledo manuscripts, see Robert 
Stevenson, ‘The Toledo Manuscript Choirbooks and Some Other Lost or Little Known Flemish Sources’, in Fontes 
Artis Musicae 20 (1974), 87-107; for more recent and comprehensive work on these sources, see Michael Noone and 
Graeme Skinner, ‘Toledo Cathedral’s Manuscript Polyphonic Choirbooks ToleBC 18, ToleBC 25, and ToleBC 34 and 
their Origins’, in ‘New Music’ 1400-1600: Papers from an International Colloquium on the Theory, Authorship and 
Transmission of Music in the Age of the Renaissance, ed. João Pedro d’Alvarenga and Manuel Pedro Ferreira (Lisbon-
Évora, 2009), 129-70; see also Michael Noone, ‘Printed Polyphony Acquired by Toledo Cathedral, 1532-1669’, in Early 
Music Printing and Publishing, ed. Fenlon and Knighton 241-74.

10 On fifteenth-century Portuguese sources of northern polyphony, see Bernadette Nelson, ‘The Leiria Fragments: 
Vestiges of Fifteenth-Century Northern Polyphony in Portugal’, in Revista Portuguesa de Musicologia 14-15 (2004-5), 
79-100; and idem, ‘Newly-Discovered Fragments of Fifteenth-Century Northern Propers Polyphony in Portugal’, in 
Heinrich Isaac and Polyphony for the Proper of the Mass, ed. Burn and Gasch.

11 Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Res. 377 P. On the Petrucci prints and their surviving copies, see Stanley 
Boorman, Ottaviano Petrucci: Catalogue Raisonné (New York, 2006), esp. 453 ff.
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circles. The first is Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Handschriftensammlung, 
Ms. 1783 [VienNB 1783], a choirbook ordered by Philip the Fair as a gift to King Manuel 
I and his second wife, Queen Maria of Castile. Copied around 1500 or (more likely) in 
the second half of 1505 in the workshop of the Habsburg-Burgundian court ‘scribe B’ 
(probably Martin Bourgeois, predecessor of Petrus Alamire), this source contains 
twenty-one masses and mass movements by Agricola, Barbireau, Brumel, Ghiselin, 
Isaac, Josquin, La Rue, Orto, and Weerbeke.12 The second is Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale 
de Belgique Ms. 15075 [BrusBR 15075], which was copied by Alamire himself probably 
in 1530 and contains seven masses by Pierre de La Rue. The intended recipients were 
King João III and his consort, Queen Catherine of Austria, although the book probably 
never reached Portugal.13 The third choirbook is Coimbra, Biblioteca Geral da 
Universidade MM 2, possibly compiled in ’s-Hertogenbosch shortly after 1530 and 
acquired for the monastery of Santa Cruz as a direct commission or a donation. This 
source contains eleven masses by Bauldeweyn, La Rue, Moulu, Mouton, and Willaert, 
and an intriguing unattributed seven-voice Credo.14 As in other manuscripts of the 
Habsburg-Burgundian complex, Josquin is largely surpassed in these books by composers 
working in the orbit of the Habsburg-Burgundian court chapels, and notably by La Rue.15 
Nonetheless, La Rue’s music seems to have been very little known in Portugal outside 
court circles.

12 Herbert Kellman (ed.), The Treasury of Petrus Alamire: Music and Art in Flemish Court Manuscripts 1500-1535 (Ghent-
Amsterdam, 1999), 140-41. Some corrections need to be made to the description given there: the arms on fol. 1v, fol. 
17v above, and fol. 33v above are not the ‘arms of Portugal’, but the arms of Manuel I as king of Portugal; the arms on 
fol. 2r below are not the arms of Manuel I, but his personal emblem and motto, given to him by his predecessor, João 
II (his first cousin and brother-in-law), when he was appointed heir to the crown. The way the motto was spelt, ‘spera 
mundi’ (also ‘espera mundi’ in other sources), allowed it to be read not only as ‘the sphere of the universe’ (a suitable 
caption for the emblem) but also as ‘the hope of (or the trust in) the world’, or ‘the wait for the world’. Also, the arms 
on fol. 2r centre, fol. 17v below, and fol. 33v below are not the ‘arms of Portugal and Spain’, but the arms of Manuel I 
and his wife, Maria of Castile, as Queen of Portugal. It should be noted that the number of castles in the bordure of 
the shield in the arms of the king—ten—is not particularly common. After 1485 (when King João II ordered a reform 
in royal heraldry) it occurs only—to my knowledge—in the king’s seal of 1489, and in two volumes of the Leitura Nova 
series, Lisbon, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo LN 3 (dated 1511), and LN 56 (s.d., but datable to 1508-10). 
Although the number of castles in the king’s coat of arms is irregular (from seven to sixteen) up to the late 1510s, it 
tended to stabilize at eight after the official 1509 Livro do Armeiro-Mor [The Book of the King of Arms] (Lisbon, Arquivo 
Nacional da Torre do Tombo CF 163), and was eventually fixed at seven during the reign of Manuel I’s successor, João 
III. The iconographic programme and the exemplars for the heraldry and the picture of Manuel I in VienNB 1783 must 
have been sent from Lisbon, following Philip’s commissioning. The physiognomy of the king in the miniature of fol. 
2r is strikingly similar to his depiction in a painting in the Misericórdia of Oporto, the Fons vitae, attributed to Colijn 
de Coter and datable to the late 1510s (as the painting depicts six infantes and only two infantas along with the King 
and Queen, a date between the death of Infanta Maria in 1515 and the death of Queen Maria in 1517 is plausible). 
However, in VienNB 1783 the king clearly looks younger. Judging from these details, it is not unlikely that VienNB 
1783 was in fact intended as a wedding gift (the enlaced ribbon around the coats of arms can indeed be a symbol for 
a union) and was so commissioned around 1500, but completed, or indeed copied in its entirety, only in the second 
half of 1505. Such a dating would place it immediately after Jena 22 and at the same time as BrusBR 9126 (for the argu-
ments for a 1505 dating of VienNB 1783, based on the contents of the book, see The Treasury of Petrus Alamire, 141; 
Kellman finally assigns it a date between 1500 and 1505 for the sake of prudence).

13 Kellman (ed.), The Treasury of Petrus Alamire, 74-75. An early Portuguese reference to this manuscript is in Joaquim 
de Vasconcelos, Ensaio critico sobre o Catalogo d’El-Rey D. João IV (Oporto, 1873), 30-31.

14 See Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 133-47. According to Rees, Coimbra MM 2 (with the exception of its last five folios) was 
possibly copied by Philippus de Spina, but this scribal identification is refuted in Véronique Roelvink, Gegeven den 
Sangeren: Meerstemmige muziek bij de Illustre Lieve Vrouwe Broederschap te ’s-Hertogenbosch in de zestiende eeuw 
 (’s-Hertogenbosch, 2002), 198 n. 108. Jacobijn Kiel has also argued that the copyist of Coimbra MM 2 is a scribe she labelled 
‘scribe S’, who she also presumes to have copied Toledo Ms. 23 and Montserrat Ms. 765; see Jacobijn Kiel, ‘Terminus post 
Alamire? On Some Late Scribes’, in The Burgundian-Habsburg Court Complex of Music Manuscripts (1500-1535) and the 
Workshop of Petrus Alamire, Yearbook of the Alamire Foundation 5 (Leuven-Neerpelt, 2003), 97-106.

15 See Herbert Kellman, ‘Josquin and the Courts of the Netherlands and France: The Evidence of the Sources’, in Josquin 
des Prez: Proceedings, ed. Lowinsky and Blackburn 181-216 at 190-204.
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The selection of repertory for a manuscript collection is of course dependent on 
the exemplars accessible to the scribes. As Rees has shown, the copyists of Coimbra MM 
32 assembled the Franco-Flemish pieces from prints that happen to be dominated by 
northern French and southern Netherlandish composers. Thus, Nos. 36, 38-41, 47, and 
72 on Table 2b in the Appendix were taken from the first and second books of Gardane’s 
1539 Fior de Motetti tratti dalli Mottetti del fiore. The same seems to have happened with 
most of the considerable international chanson, madrigal, motet, and ricercare repertories 
in Coimbra, Biblioteca Geral da Universidade MM 48 [Coimbra MM 48] and MM 242 
[Coimbra MM 242], two manuscript collections in open score format, the first dated to 
c. 1556-c. 1559 and the second to c. 1565-c. 1570.16 Even so, a few of the northern pieces 
copied into the monastery’s choirbooks must have come to Santa Cruz in manuscript 
form, as the Magnificat setting attributed to Mouton in Coimbra MM 12—apparently a 
unicum—testifies. This is perhaps also the case with Josquin’s five-voice Salve regina in 
Coimbra MM 48 (see Figure 1). The piece was one of his most widely disseminated works 
in the Iberian Peninsula, and has quite a strong manuscript tradition in Spain.17

Regarding the contents of Gonçalo de Baena’s Arte (see Tables 1a, 1b, and 2a in 
the Appendix) the following should be noted: even if the selection of composers and 

16 See Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 87-97, 215-27, 271-82, and 325-64.
17 See Grayson Wagstaff, ‘Mary’s Own: Josquin’s Five-Part Salve regina and Marian Devotions in Spain’, in Tijdschrift van 

de Koninklijke Vereniging voor Nederlandse Muziekgeschiedenis 52 (2002), 3-34. See also Tess Knighton, ‘Transmisión, 
difusión y recepción de la polifonia franco-neerlandesa en el Reino de Aragón a principios del siglo XVI’, in Artigrama 
12 (1996-97), 19-38.

Figure 1. Josquin’s Salve regina in Coimbra MM 48, fols. 30v-31r
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pieces represents Baena’s personal taste, his position as a chamber musician at the 
Portuguese court for forty years from c. 1496 makes it likely that exemplars for the 
intabulations came from the Portuguese royal chapel. Such exemplars may have been 
choirbooks (now lost) or prints, but conflicting attributions suggest favouring manuscript 
transmission.18 A more remote hypothesis is that exemplars were taken from closely 
related institutions, such as Évora Cathedral. The polyphonic choir there had been 
definitely established in 1528 under the Spaniard Mateus d’Aranda. Furthermore, the 
Portuguese court stayed at Évora between May 1531 and 7 August 1537 to avoid the 
consequences of the 26 January 1531 earthquake and the outbreaks of plague in Lisbon. 
Baena’s book thus probably reflects the kind of repertory current in Portuguese court 
circles in the 1530s. However, there is an almost equal number of northern and Iberian 
works in the Arte: thirty-one pieces are attributed to northern composers and thirty-four 
are attributed or attributable to Iberian composers, including Gonçalo de Baena himself, 
and his son, António. The anonymous works can also be safely considered as Iberian 
(see Table 1a). This equal proportioning is not found in any other sixteenth-century 
Portuguese source (with the notable exception of Coimbra MM 48 and perhaps also 
MM 242). Nor is it found in most of the Spanish, where Iberian composers clearly 
prevail. Such a distinctive profile can perhaps be explained by the instructional nature 
of Baena’s book. Among the Spanish composers, the relative weight accorded to each is 
about the same as in other contemporary or nearly contemporary Iberian sources, 
including the important manuscripts Tarazona, Archivo Capitular de la Catedral, Mss. 
2 and 3 [TarazC 2 and 3] (possibly copied in Seville in the 1530s), which are exceptional 
for their almost exclusively Iberian contents, and in which Francisco de Peñalosa 
dominates, followed by Pedro de Escobar.19 Among the northern composers, on the 
other hand, Josquin is over-represented in Baena’s book, if we consider the status of his 
music in the existing Portuguese and imported, northern manuscript sources.20 The 
extent to which this may simply be the result of Baena’s taste and the purpose of his book 
remains an open question.

Also noteworthy is the absence of Pierre de La Rue in Baena’s Arte. If he had had 
such a lavish a manuscript as BrusBR 15075 available at court, Baena would probably 
have included intabulations from its seven La Rue masses. In my view, this circumstance 
additionally supports Fétis’s account of the early history and dating of BrusBR 15075, 
both of which are subjects of uncertainty in more recent scholarship:21 the book was 

18 For example, the attribution of Obrecht’s Si sumpsero to Agricola only occurs in the Fridolin Sicher Tablature (St. Gall, 
Stiftsbibliothek, Ms. 530); the attribution of Agricola’s Si dedero to Obrecht, on the other hand, is a result of confusing 
the latter’s mass and the former’s motet, both of which are found together in Segovia, Archivo Capitular de la Catedral, 
s. s. Moreover, Baena’s Arte is the only source that attributes Brumel’s Mater patris et filia to Compère; information 
based on Motet Database Catalogue Online, <http://www.arts.ulf.edu/motet/default.asp> (accessed 7 June 2009). The 
misattribution to Obrecht of the ‘Pleni sunt’ from the Sanctus of Josquin’s Missa Gaudeamus and the misidentification 
of the Agnus Dei of his Missa Sine nomine may have been Baena’s doing, possibly as result of his having used an ex-
emplar that did not include the complete works or an index with the authors’ names and that gave no headings with 
the pieces themselves.

19 On TarazC 2 and 3, see Kenneth Kreitner, The Church Music of Fifteenth-Century Spain (Woodbridge, 2004), 140-53.
20 It should however be noted that Josquin is as well represented in most of the Spanish vihuela intabulations printed in 

the late 1530s and 1540s as he is in Baena’s book; see again Kreitner, ‘Ave festiva ferculis’, 7 (Table 1).
21 François-Joseph Fétis, Biographie universelle des musiciens et bibliographie générale de la musique (Paris, 1836-44), vol. 

5, 201-2; idem, Les musiciens belges (Brussels, [1848]), vol. 1, 117. Fétis’s account is summarized in Vasconcelos, Ensaio 
critico (see n. 13). See Kellman (ed.), The Treasury of Petrus Alamire, 74-75, for an overview of the current scholarship 
on BrusBR 15075.
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commissioned by Margaret of Austria in or shortly before 1530 at the request of, or as a 
gift for, her niece Catherine of Austria, consort of the Portuguese king, João III. However, 
it remained in Margaret’s library because of her death on 1 December of that year. This 
proposal is perfectly in keeping with its iconographical programme and late style of 
decoration and, moreover, with the lack of evidence of a gap between the copying of the 
music and the illumination.22 In contrast to BrusBR 15075, the present location of VienNB 
1783 suggests that the latter did in fact go to Portugal and was then brought back into 
Habsburg possession—probably by Manuel I’s daughter Isabel in 1526 when she travelled 
to join Charles V, to whom she had been married by proxy the year before.23 

The tables in the Appendix show that, up to the middle of the sixteenth century, 
music by Josquin appears in teaching or instructional sources (Baena’s Arte and Coimbra 
MM 48) but not in practical vocal sources, with the exception of Braga Ms. 967, which 
includes what was apparently one of the favourite Josquin pieces in the Iberian Peninsula, 
the third Agnus Dei from the Missa L’homme armé super voces musicales (see Figure 2).24 
A reference to a more extensive Josquin repertory in practical manuscript sources comes 
only in 1564, in a record of expenses for the copying in Lisbon of six books of polyphony 
for the Order of Christ’s monastery of Tomar. The first item on the list—now lost, as are 
most of the Tomar choirbooks—contained eight masses by Josquin,25 perhaps the same 
eight masses from which Baena included thirteen intabulations in his Arte.

By the time his music began to appear in Portuguese manuscript sources 
(inasmuch as we can judge, based on what survives), Josquin had already emerged as a 
reference in humanistic literary texts. For João de Barros, the historian of the Far East 
and apparently the first Portuguese writer to mention him (in 1532), he is, along with 
Ockeghem, the paradigm of the ‘French manner’, as distinct from the Italian and the 
Spanish.26 His music is an exemplar of gravitas, since it is based on Ockeghem’s, which 
Barros equals to Virgil’s Aeneid because of its seminal quality:

Foi o Vergílio naquelle seu liuro, como nestes nóssos tempos o Queguem, em a 
cõpustura da musica: todalas excellentes consonançias achou, despois Jusquim e outros 
compoedores que uieram, sobre ellas fizeram sua diminuiçám e contraponto.27 

22 See Kellman (ed.), The Treasury of Petrus Alamire, 74-75.
23 Kellman (ed.), The Treasury of Petrus Alamire, 141.
24 The third Agnus Dei from the Missa L’homme armé super voces musicales is included as a separate piece in Toledo Ms. 

21 (dated 1549), fols. 43v-47r, and was arranged by Antonio de Cabezón in the 1578 Obras de música, fol. 91v.
25 The note is in Lisbon, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo, Ordem de Cristo e Convento de Tomar, L.º de Thomar 

103, fol. 179r (expenses in 1564). It reads: ‘Pagou mais o dito Rev. Antonio Tavares vinte e cinco mil rs. a Fernão Lopez, 
vigario de Nossa Senhora da Conceição de Lisboa por seis livros de canto dorgão um de Jusquim de biij missas por 
biij rs. e outro de diversas missas por bj rs. e um de motetes por iiij rs. e outros [two] de motetos e magnificas por iiij 
rs. [each] e dous de missas de forma eguaes iij rs. o qual dinheiro pagou por mandado do padre dom Prior conforme 
a provisão de sua Alteza’ (‘The said Reverend Antonio Tavares paid an additional twenty-five thousand reaes to Fernão 
Lopez, vicar of Our Lady of the Conception in Lisbon, for six books of polyphony: one with eight masses by Josquin 
for 8000 reaes; and another with various masses for 6000 reaes; and [two] others with motets and Magnificats for 
4000 reaes [each]; and two of the same format with masses, 3000 reaes; the said money he paid on the orders of the 
Father Prior according to the provision of His Highness’); Stevenson, ‘Josquin in the Music of Spain and Portugal’, 226 
n. 52, quoting from Francisco Marques de Sousa Viterbo, ‘Curiosidades musicais’, in A Arte Musical, 12/267 (1910), 16.

26 João de Barros, Ropica pnefma [Spiritual Merchandise] (Lisbon, 1532), fol. 24. Barros’s text has a near-Erasmian qual-
ity and was later included in the Inquisition’s Index of Suppressed Books.

27 João de Barros, ‘Diálogo em lovvor da nóssa lingvágem’ [A Dialogue in Praise of our Language], in Grammatica da 
lingua Portuguesa (Lisbon, 1540), fols. 55r-55v. Barros also quotes the well-known medieval epigram ‘galli cantant, 
angli jubilant, hispani plangunt, germani ululant, itali caprisant’ in a variant version that reveals how music styles were 
then perceived (fols. 54v-55r): ‘E o sinál onde se isto mais cláro ue, é na musica, que naturálmente a çerca de cada 
naçám, segue o módo da fála: linguágem gráue, musica gráue e sentida, Da hy uiria lógo o prouerbio que dizem, 
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Virgil was in his book [the Aeneid] like Ockeghem in the composition of music in our 
time: he found all the excellent consonances; then Josquin, and other composers who 
came afterwards, made their diminutions and counterpoint based on them.

Later, and throughout the seventeenth century, Josquin entered into Portuguese 
theoretical texts as an auctoritas. Pedro Talésio, professor of music at Coimbra University 
and author of an Arte de Canto Chão (‘Art of Plainchant’) published in 1618 and 1628, 
was the first to accord Josquin the status of ‘musicorum lumen’, the ‘light of musicians’, 
for having rightly recognized the introit Gaudeamus omnes in Domino as in mode 9 
(starting on g and ending on a) rather than mode 1 (starting on c and ending on d). This 
was on the basis of Josquin’s Missa Gaudeamus, all the movements of which begin with 
g-a rising to e-f-e, and close with an A-based sonority.28 

The above, together with the comprehensive references in Robert Stevenson’s 
influential study,29 suggests that up to at least the late 1530s Josquin’s name was much 

Espanhoes chóram, Italianos huyuã, Franceses cãtam.’ (‘And the sign by which this [the property of the language] is 
more clearly seen is in music, which naturally matches the manner of speech in each nation: if the language is serious, 
the music is serious and moving. This seems to be the source of the proverb that says: the Spaniards weep, the Italians 
howl, the French sing.’)

28 Pedro Talésio, Arte de Canto Chão, com hvma breve Instrucção, pera os Sacerdotes, Diaconos, Subdiaconos, & moços do 
Coro, conforme ao vso Romano [Art of Plainchant with a brief instruction to Priests, Deacons, Subdeacons and 
Choirboys, according to the Roman use] (Coimbra, 1618), 64; Talésio cites La Rue’s Missa Ave Maria as another exam-
ple of mode 9.

29 See Stevenson, ‘Josquin in the Music of Spain and Portugal’, esp. 234-46, for other allusions to Josquin and his music 
in Portuguese literary and theoretical texts.

Figure 2. Josquin’s Agnus Dei III from Missa L’homme armé super voces musicales in Braga Ms. 967, fols. 130v-131r
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better known and admired than his music was apparently performed. Even though we 
have hints of the circulation of the Petrucci prints in Portugal, it is significant that 
Josquin’s early Portuguese reputation was made in learned circles, mostly through 
authors sympathetic to Catholic reformers including, notably, Erasmus. These authors 
include Damião de Góis, himself a noted amateur composer who was compared to 
Josquin by the humanist poet Cornelius Grapheus,30 and whose three-voice motet Ne 
laeteris inimica mea is included in Glarean’s Dodecachordon.31 Such authors tended to 
have closer connections beyond the Pyrenees because of their teaching activities in 
foreign universities (Salamanca, Siena, Ferrara, Rome, Poitiers, Paris, and Leuven), their 
acquaintance and correspondence with leading humanists, or their diplomatic and 
commercial duties. The latter were mostly related to the Portuguese trading factory in 
Flanders. The factory received such illustrious guests as Albrecht Dürer and his wife in 
1520-21 (introduced to the Portuguese representatives by Jacob Fugger the Rich) and 
also mediated in the regular commissioning and purchase of Flemish art—particularly 
painting, tapestry, and wooden sculpture—for Portuguese patrons.32

Possible allusions to specific works by Josquin—notably to late works not present 
in the existing Portuguese sources—can nevertheless be found in early- and mid-
sixteenth century Portuguese polyphony. This is the case with Terra donde me criei, 
included in Lisbon CIC 60 (fols. 33v-34r).33 The piece is a three-voice vernacular song 
in cantiga form, whose predominantly imitative style suggests a date of composition in 
the 1510s or, perhaps more reasonably, in the 1520s.34 Its first phrase (and similarly the 
first phrase in the stanza) seems to allude to the first motif in the Benedictus of Josquin’s 
Missa Pange lingua in its rhythmic profile and contrapuntal disposition (although the 
melodic formula itself is quite common in mi-tonality pieces). The idea for the plain 
motif in the fifth phrase in the refrain on the word ‘lhorando’ (‘weeping’, bb. 34-41) may 
also have come from the ‘In nomine’ segment in Josquin’s Benedictus, as it shows the 
same basic melodic contour: re-fa-mi, here imitated at the upper fourth (see Examples 
1a and 1b). If this is not simply a coincidence, then the dating of Lisbon CIC 60 and of 
most of the nineteen songs it contains has to be reconsidered in the light of the tradition 
of Josquin’s mass35 (I have suggested this elsewhere in a different connection36).

30 Cornelius Grapheus, ‘Pictura Illustris Damiani de Gois, Equitis Lusitani’, published as an appendix to Góis’s Legatio 
Magni Indorum imperatoris Presbyteri Ionnis ad Emanuelem Lusitaniae regem (Antwerp, 1532): ‘Plurima composuit, 
vel divum aptissima templis, / Vel thalamis, iuvenum vel recinenda choris. / Quae (bene si attendas) aut summo autore 
profecta / Certe aut Josquinum composuisse putes.’; cited in Elisabeth Feist Hirsch, Damião de Gois: The Life and 
Thought of a Portuguese Humanist, 1502-1574 (The Hague, 1967), 41 n. 17.

31 See Manuel Pedro Ferreira, ‘A música de Damião de Góis’, in Congresso Internacional ‘Damião de Góis na Europa do 
Renascimento’: Actas (Braga, 2003), 533-42.

32 On the Portuguese factory (first settled in Bruges and, from 1498, in Antwerp), see John Everaert, ‘As feitorias portu-
guesas na Flandres’, in No tempo das feitorias: A arte portuguesa na época dos Descobrimentos (Lisbon, 1992), 69-83.

33 I thank Bernadette Nelson for calling my attention to this work.
34 See the arguments for this dating in Rees, ‘Manuscript Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional, CIC 60’, 74-77.
35 On the transmission of Josquin’s Missa Pange lingua, see Jaap van Benthem, ‘Josquin Desprez, Missa Pange lingua: 

Editor’s Commentary’, in The CMME Project, <http://www.cmme.org> (accessed 7 June 2009). The earliest known 
sources of the Missa Pange lingua date from around 1515. Its only extant Iberian source, apparently a descendent of 
the Roman-Vatican tradition, is Toledo Ms. 16, dated 1542; on this manuscript, see Michael Noone, ‘A Manuscript 
Case-Study: The Compilation of a Polyphonic Choirbook’, in Companion to Medieval and Renaissance Music, ed. Tess 
Knighton and David Fallows (London, 1992), 239-46.

36 João Pedro d’Alvarenga, ‘Polifonia portuguesa sacra tardo-quinhentista: Estudo de fontes e edição crítica do Livro de 
São Vicente, manuscrito P-Lf FSVL 1P/H-6’ (Ph.D. diss., Universidade de Évora, 2005), vol. 1, 104 n. 69.
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The five-voice motet O rex gloriae in Coimbra MM 48 (fols. 34r-35r), ascribed to 
the completely unknown composer André Lopes, is another case of a likely Josquin 
allusion.37 It is a bitextual, ostinato-based motet, with the quinta vox (a second altus or 
a first tenor) periodically stating an undulating motif of two alternating pitches on the 
words ‘miserere nobis’, each time a degree lower beginning on a´, and falling through 
an octave. The repetition of the motif imposes an inflexible rhythmic grid, eight plus 
eight semibreves long.38 Another five-voice motet also attributed to Lopes, Non vos 
relinquam orphanos, copied in Coimbra MM 48 just before O rex gloriae (on fols. 33r-34r), 
quotes the first eight notes of the plainchant related to its antiphon text in a fashion 
similar to that found in Josquin’s Salve regina, alternating statements in the second tenor 
on D and on A a fourth below (see Figure 3).39 Although bitextual and/or ostinato- or 
motto-based pieces were not uncommon in Portugal even in late Mannerist polyphony,40 
the idea of a stepwise descending ostinato of course recalls Josquin’s five-part Miserere 

37 I wish to acknowledge Owen Rees for pointing this out to me.
38 Because of the clef change and the instruction written above and below the first statement of the ostinato, this voice 

must have not originally been notated in extenso: ‘canon / factus sum obediens usque ad mortem’. The word ‘canon’ 
also appears in the motto-part of Josquin’s Salve regina in Coimbra MM 48.

39 This same pattern can also be seen in António Carreira’s five-voice Surrexit Dominus / Surrexit Christus; see Alvarenga, 
‘Polifonia portuguesa sacra’, vol. 2, 408-10.

40 The last such work may perhaps be Duarte Lobo’s five-voice Pater peccavi in caelum / Miserere mei, Deus, printed in 
his Liber missarum IV, V, VI, VIII vocibus (Antwerp, 1621); an edition of the motet can be found in Ivan Moody (ed.), 
Masterworks from Lisbon, Faber Motet Series (London, 1996), No. 2.

34

lhorando

Example 1a. Josquin des Prez, Missa Pange lingua, Sanctus, bb. 147-50, 160-2

Example 1b. Anonymous (Lisbon CIC 60), Terra donde me criei, bb. 1-9, 34-41

147 160

Benedictus in nomine

Benedictus in nomine

1

Terra donde me criei
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mei, Deus. It is possibly because the scribe of Coimbra MM 48 was aware of those 
associations that he copied Lopes’ motets next to Josquin’s Salve regina.41

The techniques and styles of foreign repertories, as they were collected and 
performed, were to some extent reflected in the production of local, Portuguese 
composers. Identifiable local repertory of the late 1510s or the early 1520s copied into 
later sources points to the coexistence of two contrasting trends: one dependent on the 
techniques and style of late-fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century Spanish court-related 
composers and the other dependent on the techniques and general style of early-
sixteenth-century northern composers. In his Polyphony in Portugal, Rees exemplified 
both trends with two works from Coimbra MM 32: a Magnificat (even-numbered verses) 
for two, three, and four voices by Vasco Pires, a singer in Coimbra cathedral from as 

41 A third piece in Coimbra MM 48 is also attributed to André Lopes: De profundis, copied on fols. 86v-87v.

Figure 3. End of André Lopes’ Non vos relinquam orphanos and beginning of O Rex gloriae in Coimbra 
MM 48, fol. 34r (detail)
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early as 1481 until at least 1509 and then chapelmaster until 1547;42 and an anonymous 
four-voice motet, Si pie Domine. The latter was probably composed for Santa Cruz in 
1520, as its text refers to the first king of Portugal, Afonso Henriques, whose reburial, in 
a new tomb with a marble statue made by the French sculptor Nicolas de Chanterenne, 
took place in the monastery’s church on 16 July of that year on the orders of King 
Manuel I.43

The style of Pires’ Magnificat is quite consistent with most of the nearly 
contemporary works of such Aragonese and Castilian court-related composers as 
Francisco de Peñalosa, Juan de Anchieta, and Juan Urrede: as in several of the latter’s 
works, Pires’ Magnificat relies more on free counterpoint than on formal imitation, 
resulting in a kind of pan-consonant texture as prepared dissonances in the positio of 
the tactus are confined to cadences. Furthermore, the syncopation usually used by 
Spanish composers is here ubiquitous. When it involves all voices it produces a disruption 
of the tactus that leads to the formation of triple and quintuple homorhythms at the level 
of either the tempus or the prolatio. Such a phenomenon is seen in most of the songs of 
Juan del Encina and Pedro de Escobar (see Example 2). Other clearly early pieces, such 
as the anonymous three-voice motet Quanti mercenarii in the mid-sixteenth-century 
Chansonnier Masson, share this same technique and style, suggesting a local, Portuguese 
origin.44 On the other hand, the style of Si pie Domine is highly suggestive of late Josquin 
and especially of his younger northern contemporaries in its constructional segmentation 
and discreet rhetorical treatment of the text, in the contrast of alternating full imitative 
and declamatory homophonic textures, in the smoothness of the contrapuntal fabric, 
and in the pairing of imitative duets at the beginning of the secunda pars (see Example 
3). In short, Pires’ style looks like an exaggeration of Spanish traits, some especially 
prevalent in late-fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century vernacular song. And Si pie 
Domine, if not written by a northerner, is quite a successful emulation of the contemporary 
French motet style.

Besides Si pie Domine, some other pieces in Coimbra MM 32 were undoubtedly 
written for Santa Cruz around the 1520s. These pieces were certainly by local composers 
and bear the hallmarks of northern influence in their technique and overall style. This 
is the case with the three four-voice Lamentations that open its original first gathering 
(now the second in the volume). The pieces set the words of the first lesson at matins 
for the last three days of Holy Week according to the Coimbra monastery breviary 
printed in 1531.45 These three Lamentations were subsequently copied into the nearly 
contemporary Coimbra MM 9 (fols. 128v-142r). The verse ‘Beth. Plorans ploravit’ from 
the first Lamentation for Maundy Thursday also appears reworked in open score format 

42 See Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 77 and 82, with an edition of ‘Fecit potentiam’ à 4 and ‘Esurientes’ à 3 on 79-81. An 
edition by Rees of the complete piece is included in Manuel Pedro Ferreira (ed.), Antologia de música em Portugal na 
Idade Média e no Renascimento (Lisbon, 2008), vol. 2, 75-81. Pires’ Magnificat is preserved in Coimbra MM 12, fols. 
166v-172r, Coimbra MM 32, fols. 60v-63r, and incomplete in Lisbon CIC 60, fols. 27v-30r.

43 See Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 21-22, with an edition of the motet on 23-28; reprinted in Ferreira (ed.), Antologia de 
música em Portugal, vol. 2, 82-87. Si pie Domine is in Coimbra MM 32, fols. [2]v-[3]r. This gathering now opens the 
volume, and is clearly a latter addition.

44 Paris, Bibliothèque de l’École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Ms. Masson 56, fols. 123v-124r, headed ‘motete 
singular’; an edition by Bernadette Nelson is included in Ferreira (ed.), Antologia de música em Portugal, vol. 2, 73-74.

45 Breviarivm secvndum vsvm ecclesiae sanctae  colimbriensis ordinis canonicorum regularium divi Avgustini 
([Coimbra], 1531). The earlier Breviarium secundum ordinem divi Augustini ([Oporto?], 1514), intended for the af-
filiated monastery of Rio Covo in the Diocese of Oporto, has the same selection of texts for the Lamentations.
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Example 2. Vasco Pires, Magnificat, Esurientes, bb. 14-23

55

Er go- u lu- la- -

Er go-

Er go- u lu- la- te- po pu- - li,- po pu- li,-

Er go- u lu- la- te- po pu- - - li,-

62

te- po pu- - li,- plo ra- te- sa cer- do- tes,- plo ra- te- sa -

u lu- la- te- po pu- li,- plo ra- te- sa cer- do --

#

plo ra- te- sa cer- - - do --

plo ra- te- sa cer- do --

Example 3. Anonymous (Coimbra MM 32), Si pie Domine, bb. 55-68
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in the more recent Coimbra MM 48 (fols. 126v-128r).46 The right-hand page of the facing 
folios where this same verse is written in Coimbra MM 32 (fol. 2v) is headed in a 
somewhat later script ‘solfa da tempera uelha’, which can be fairly translated as ‘music 
in the old manner’. The qualification may simply account for the antiquity of the piece 
when compared to the date of its copying (although most of the Spanish repertory in 
Coimbra MM 32 is considerably older). This implies the later annotator’s awareness of 
different, changing styles. However, the heading may also suggest the annotator’s 
knowledge of a setting of the Lamentations in a ‘new manner’, like the one composed 
for the monastery’s chapel by Francisco de Santa Maria to the verse selection of the 
Tridentine Breviary (most probably the set of Lamentations in Coimbra, Biblioteca Geral 
da Universidade MM 3, copied c. 1575 presumably by the composer himself).47 Although 
the settings of the Lamentations ‘in the old manner’ occasionally allude to the so-called 
Toledan Lamentation tone either in the contour or in the cantus firmus-like rhythm of 
certain motifs, the pieces assimilate much of the early-sixteenth-century Franco-Flemish 
motet style. This can be seen, for example, from the fact that they generally treat the text 
syllabically (with the exception, of course, of the Hebrew letters) and extensively explore 
contrasting textures through a variety of imitative procedures, non-imitative counterpoint, 
and short segments of homophony. More specific northern traits can be seen in the use 
of voice-pairs (for instance, in the first Lamentation, the duos and trio of bb. 187-96 and 
the alternating duos of bb. 205-15, Example 4) and in the descending-thirds motif in an 
imitative texture reminiscent of Josquin and La Rue (again in the first Lamentation, bb. 
130-39, Example 5).48

It should be noticed that the two styles—that akin to the Spanish court repertory 
and that akin to the Franco-Flemish—do not seem to merge in the early Portuguese 
polyphony. Nevertheless, elements of Franco-Flemish idioms are apparent in the origin 
of the Spanish motet tradition from the late fifteenth century and the very early sixteenth 
century. This can be seen, for instance, in the works of Pedro de Escobar, a Portuguese 
composer who was born in Oporto and who spent his early career mostly in Spain, first 
as a singer in the Castilian court chapel of Isabella I from 1489 to 1499 and then as master 
of the choirboys in Seville cathedral from 1507 to 1514. Escobar’s music was widely 
circulated in the Iberian Peninsula and the American colonies. His motet Clamabat 
autem mulier cananea in particular was praised as a pinnacle of the genre—‘the prince 
of motets’ according to João de Barros.49 It was allegedly the inspiration for Gil Vicente’s 
1534 Auto da Cananea (‘Play of the Canaanite’),50 and survives in ten different Spanish, 

46 An edition of the Lamentations based on Coimbra MM 32 is included in Alvarenga, ‘Polifonia portuguesa sacra’, vol. 
2, 443-73; the first Lamentation also appears in Ferreira (ed.), Antologia de música em Portugal, vol. 2, 108-20.

47 The superius part is also copied in Coimbra, Biblioteca Geral da Universidade MM 70, fols. 1r-4r. The authorship of 
the set is discussed in Alvarenga, ‘Polifonia portuguesa sacra’, vol. 1, 50-52, and an edition is included there in vol. 2, 
474-504.

48 Precisely this passage was reworked in Coimbra MM 48, in a similar fashion to that of the original bb. 205-15: two 
alternating duos leading to a brief homophonic segment; see Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 352-56.

49 João de Barros, Libro das antiguidades de antre Douro, e Minho, s.d., Ms. Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, 
callmark Cód. 216, fol. 32v: ‘Taõ bem foi natural do Porto, Pedro do porto musico excellente, o qual compos o motete 
Clamabat autem, tido por taõ excellente compostura que se chama principe dos motetes’ (‘Another native of Oporto 
was Pedro do Porto, an excellent musician, who composed the motet Clamabat autem, which was considered such an 
excellent composition that is called the prince of motets’).

50 At the end of the play, Gil Vicente calls for the performance of a Clamabat autem, which could be Escobar’s, although 
his name is not mentioned: ‘E cantando, Clamabat autem se acaba o dito Auto’ (‘And while singing “Clamabat autem” 
the said Play comes to its end’); see Copilacam de todalas obras de Gil Vicente (Coimbra, 1562), book 1, fol. 84v. 
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Example 4. Anonymous (Coimbra MM 32), Incipiunt Lamentationes Ieremiae Prophetae, bb. 187-97, 205-16
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Portuguese, and Guatemalan sources, including Gonçalo de Baena’s 1540 Arte nouamente 
inuentada pera aprender a tanger and Alonso Mudarra’s 1546 Tres libros de musica en 
cifras para vihuela.51 This work is in some respects quite atypical, and yet as in so many 
other pieces by Peñalosa or Anchieta, Clamabat autem mulier cananea uses the basics 
of the northern style—voice-pairings, varying textures, full imitation, and declamatory 
homophony—to unfold a powerful, effective rhetorical structure that serves the words 
of its text instead of using the text for its structuring.

Northern polyphony was undoubtedly known and performed in Portugal by the 
end of the fifteenth century, and indeed before.52 In the first decades after 1500, elements 
of its techniques and styles found their way into the emergent local polyphony, partly 
through the Spanish court repertory—which composers like Vasco Pires emulated—and 
partly through imported manuscripts from Flanders, acquired directly or, hypothetically, 

Nevertheless, Escobar is one of Vicente’s references in several of his plays. Because he was not a cosmopolitan (although 
he was clearly sympathetic to Erasmian thought), Gil Vicente never cites northern musicians. Rather, he mentions 
only his Portuguese contemporaries and Spaniards in the service of the Portuguese court.

51 An edition of this motet based on Coimbra MM 12 is included in Ferreira (ed.), Antologia de música em Portugal, vol. 
2, 64-67; Baena’s version is also edited in this same volume, 136-38.

52 On this issue, see Manuel Pedro Ferreira, ‘L’homme armé no Cancioneiro de Resende’, in Revista da Faculdade de 
Ciências Sociais e Humanas 16 (2005), 259-68, and Nelson’s papers referred to in n. 10.

130

-ius :] om nes- a mi- ci- - e ius,- om -

om nes- a mi- ci- e ius,- - om nes- a mi- ci- -

e ius:- - omom nesnes-- aa mimi-- cici-- ee ius,ius,- -- - om nes- a mi- ci-

-ius :] om nes- a mi- ci- e ius,- - om nes- a -

136

- nes a mi- ci- e ius,- - spre ve- runt-

e ius- spre ve- runt- [e am,- spre ve- runt]- e -

e ius,- spre ve- runt]- spre ve- runt- [e -

- mi ci- e ius- - spre ve- runt- e -

Example 5. Anonymous (Coimbra MM 32), Incipiunt Lamentationes Ieremiae Prophetae, bb. 130-41
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via Spain. Early prints most likely also played a role in this process.53 The models provided 
by the Josquin generation and the succeeding northerners eventually prevailed in local 
polyphonic composition from the 1520s and the 1530s on, although the old Iberian 
repertory continued to be copied and performed until late in the century. By the 1540s 
and 1550s, northern repertory had entered the Coimbra choirbooks and books in open 
score format, especially from nearly contemporary Netherlandish and Italian prints. By 
contrast, in mid- and especially in late-sixteenth-century Portuguese polyphony, foreign 
elements, notably northern and Italian, seem to have been received mostly through the 
works of favoured Spanish composers like Morales and Guerrero, who had absorbed 
them into their style. Nonetheless, occasional late allusions to early northern pieces are 
to be found in the work of such composers as Pedro de Cristo, whose setting of Quaeramus 

53 It should be emphasized that Spanish and Portuguese sources often disagree among themselves in the transmission 
of both Iberian and foreign repertories; see, for instance, the case with O bone Jesu—a motet variously attributed to 
Anchieta, Compère, Peñalosa, and Ribera in its twelve extant sources—discussed in Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 424-
26, and in Kreitner, The Church Music, 117-22: the Portuguese sources are closer to that found in Petrucci’s 1519 Motetti 
de la corona, Libro tertio than are the Spanish and the New World manuscripts.

1

Quae ra- mus- cum pas to- ri- bus,- cum pas to- ri- bus,-

Quae ra- mus- cum pas to- - - - - -

Quae ra- mus- cum pas to- - - - - - - - -

Quae -

8

quae ra- mus- cum pas to- ri- bus,- cum pas to--

ri- bus,- quae ra- mus- cum pas to- ri--

ri- bus,- cum pas to- ri-

ra- mus- cum pas to- ri- bus,- quae ra- mus- cum pas to- ri--

Example 6. Pedro de Cristo, Quaeramus cum pastoribus, bb. 1-13
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cum pastoribus is apparently based on Mouton’s (see Example 6).54 It is now possible to 
outline a model for such cross-influences based on the considerable work that has been 
carried out on late-fifteenth-century and sixteenth-century Iberian music manuscripts 
and prints.55 And yet the specific impact of foreign repertories as archetypes of polyphonic 
composition for sixteenth-century Portuguese composers still has to be properly and 
fully evaluated.

54 See Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 251 and 252 n. 3; Pedro de Cristo, Quaeramus cum pastoribus, ed. Bruno Turner, Mapa 
Mundi A/20 (London, 1978); see Martin Picker (ed.), The Motet Books of Andrea Antico, Monuments of Renaissance 
Music 8 (Chicago-London, 1987), No. 97, for an edition of Mouton’s motet.

55 On sixteenth-century Portuguese manuscript sources, see especially Rees, Polyphony in Portugal and Alvarenga, 
‘Polifonia portuguesa sacra’. For such special mid-sixteenth-century polyphonic repertory as the mass propers of Braga 
cathedral and their sources, see the references in n. 7.
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Appendix

Table 1a. Authorship attributions in Baena’s Arte

Composers Inventory No.a Total

French and Flemish 

Josquin, c. 1450/55-1521 8, 9, 10, 23, 25, 30, 42, 43, 47, 61, 62, 63, 64

14Obrecht [recte Josquin] 7

Compère, c. 1445-1518 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 45 6

Ockeghem, c. 1410-97 1, 21, 26 3

Obrecht, 1457/8-1505 22

2Agricola [recte Obrecht] 28

Agricola, 1445/6-1506 37+37b
2Obrecht [recte Agricola] 35

Gascon[gne], fl. 1517-18 31 1

Compère [recte Brumel], c. 1460-c. 1515 32 1

Caron [Firmin ?], fl. c. 1460-75 34 1

Févin [Antoine de], c. 1470-1511/2 39 1

Total 31

Iberian 

Peñalosa, c. 1470-1528 11, 12, 13, 14, 27 5

Escobar, c. 1465-after 1535 17, 48, 51 3

Urrede, fl. 1451-c. 1482 15, 16 2

Badajoz [Joam de ?], fl. 1516-18 36 1

Anchieta, 1462-1523 38 1

Morales [Cristóbal de], c. 1500-53 41 1

Basurto [Juan García de], c. 1490-1547 50 1

Total 14

 Relatives of Baena

António de Baena, fl. 1540-62 24, 29, 44, 46, 49, 52, 53, 54, 59, 60, 65 11

Gonçalo de Baena, c. 1476/80-after 1540 33, 40 2

Anonyma [=Gonçalo de Baena ?] 18, 19, 20, 55, 56, 57, 58 7

Total 20

Total of Iberian composers 34

Total number of pieces in Baena's Arte 65

a Tess Knighton, ‘A Newly Discovered Keyboard Source (Gonzalo de Baena’s Arte nouamente inuentada pera aprender 
a tanger, Lisbon, 1540): A Preliminary Report’, in Plainsong and Medieval Music 5 (1996), 92-94.
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Table 1b. Franco-Flemish repertory in Baena’s Arte (see Table 2a for Josquin)

Composer Inventory No.a Piece Notes

Compère
45
4
5
2
3
6

Credo Mon père:
 ‘Patrem omnipotentem’, 4vv
 ‘Crucifixus etiam pro nobis’, 2vv
 ‘Et ascendit in celum’, 2vv
‘Loysset primeiro toõ’ [= tone 1], 2vv
‘Loyset primeiro toõ’ [= tone 1], 2vv
‘Et iterum venturus est’ [Credo], 2vv

headed ‘Dos coelhos’

unidentified; unicum
unidentified; unicum
unidentified; possibly unicum

Ockeghem
21
26
1

Missa De plus en plus:
 ‘Pleni sunt celi’ [Sanctus], 2vv
 ‘Benedictus’ [Sanctus], 3vv
‘Domine Deus’ [Gloria], 2vv unidentified; unicum

Obrecht
22
28

Missa Je ne demande:
 ‘Benedictus’ [Sanctus], 2vv
Si sumpsero penas meas, 3vv

identification uncertain
attrib. Agricola

Agricola 37
+ 37b
35

‘Motete do cego’ Ave Maria gratia plena
 + ‘Volta motete do cego’, 3vv
Si dedero, 3vv

= ‘Cecus non judicat de coloribus’ in 
Ms. Segovia s.s.

attrib. Obrecht

Gascongne 31 Nigra sum, 3vv texted ‘Agnus Dei’

Brumel 32 Mater patris et filia, 3vv attrib. Compère

Caron 34 Helas, que pourra devenir, 3vv

Févin
39

Missa De feria:
 Agnus Dei, 3vv

Table 2a. Josquin in sixteenth-century Portuguese sources

Gonçalo de Baena, Arte nouamente inuentada pera aprender a tanger (Lisbon, 1540; keyboard tablature)

Inventory No. Folio Piece

Missa Ave maris stella

43 44r-45r  ‘Qui tollis’ [Gloria], 4vv, ‘Jusquin de Aue maris stella. Qui tollis’

63 61r-61v  ‘Agnus Dei I’, 4vv, ‘Jusquin de Aue maris stella. Agnus dei’

10 12v  Agnus Dei II’, 2vv, ‘Jusquin. Agnus dei. De aue maris stella’

Missa De beata Virgine

42 42v-43v  ‘Et in terra pax’ [Gloria], 4vv, ‘Jusquin de beata virgine. Et in terra’

Missa Fortuna desperata

23 18v-19r  ‘Benedictus’, 3vv, ‘Jusquin. Benedictus’

Missa Gaudeamus

8 11v  ‘Benedictus’, 2vv, ‘Jusquin. Benedictus’

7 11r-11v  ‘In nomine’ [Benedictus], 2vv, ‘Obrec[ht]. Pleni sunt’ [sic]

Missa Hercules dux Ferrariae

9 11v-12r  ‘Pleni sunt caeli’ [Sanctus], 2vv, ‘Jusquin [h]ercules Pleni sunt’

Missa La sol fa re mi

61 59v-60r  ‘Sanctus’, 4vv, ‘Jusquin de la sol fa re mi. Sanctus’

62 60r-61r  ‘Pleni sunt caeli’ [Sanctus], 4vv, ‘Jusquin. la sol fa re mi. Pleni sunt’

a Knighton, ‘A Newly Discovered Keyboard Source’, 92-94.
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Inventory No. Folio Piece

Missa L’homme armé super voces musicales

64 61v-63v  ‘Patrem omnipotentem’ [Credo], 4vv, ‘Jusquin de lome harme. Patrem’

25 20r-20v  ‘Pleni sunt caeli’ [Sanctus], 3vv, ‘Jusquin Pleni sunt’

Missa Sine nomine

47 49r-50r  ‘Agnus Dei III’, 4vv, ‘Jusquin [h]ercules [sic]. Agnus dei’

30 25r-26r Que vous madame/In pace in idipsum, 3vv, ‘Jusquin. Jn pace’

Braga Ms. 967, c. 1550

Inventory No.b Folio Piece

85 130v-131r
Missa L’homme armé super voces musicales
 ‘Agnus Dei III’, ‘clama ne ce[s]ses’

Coimbra MM 48, c. 1556-c. 1559 (Ms. in open score-format)

Inventory No.c Folio Piece

17 30v-33r Salve regina, 5vv, ‘Jusquinus’

Table 2b. Other northern or northern-attributed repertory in extant Portuguese manuscript sources from the 

first half of the sixteenth century

Coimbra MM 12, c. 1540-c. 1550

Inventory No.d Folio Piece

38 140v-146r Mouton, Et exultavit [Magnificat], ‘Quartus tonus. Joam Monton’ (unicum)

Coimbra MM 32, c. 1540-c. 1555

Inventory No.e Folio Piece

36 39v-40r Hellinck, Panis quem ego dabo (1st part only)

38 41v, 42v L’Héritier/Verdelot, In te Domine speravi (only the superius)

39 43v-44r Hellinck, Laetetur omne saeculum (incomplete)

40 44v-46r Arcadelt, Filiae Ierusalem

41 46v-48r Gombert, Ave sanctissima

47 55v-56r Arcadelt, Haec dies

72 113v-115r Arcadelt/Verdelot, Dum complerentur, 5 vv (= Coimbra MM 7, No. 13)

b João Pedro d’Alvarenga and Rui Cabral Lopes, ‘A polifonia na liturgia bracarense (primeira metade do século XVI)’, 
in A Catedral de Braga: Arte, Liturgia e Música, dos fins do século XI à época tridentina, ed. Ana Maria Rodrigues and 
Manuel Pedro Ferreira (Lisbon, 2008), 176-83.

c Owen Rees, Polyphony in Portugal c. 1530-c. 1620: Sources from the Monastery of Santa Cruz, Coimbra (New York-
London, 1995), 272-77.

d Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 186-90.
e Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 216-20.
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Coimbra MM 9, c. 1545-c. 1550

Inventory No.f Folio Piece

10 34v-55r Richafort, Missa O genitrix

11 56v-67r Missa ‘De leirea’ (meaning of title not clear; unicum)

12 68v-76r Janequin, Missa La bataille, ‘A batalha’

13 77v-87r Missa ‘Bruxel’ (‘from Brussels’ or by Filipe de Bruxes/Phelippot de Brughes, or 
Giraldin Bucher, or Diego Bujel, or Pero Brugel; unicum)

14 88v-97r + 
[159]v-[165]r

Jacquet de Berchem, Missa Mort et fortune, ‘Da morte et fortuna’

15 98v-103r Missa [Philomena], ‘Verdeloth’ (by unidentified composer; unicum)

Coimbra MM 7, c. 1545-c. 1555

Inventory No.g Folio Piece

13 18v-19r + 
[19a]v-20r

Arcadelt/Verdelot, Dum complerentur, 5 vv (= Coimbra MM 32, No. 72)

f Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 174-76.
g Rees, Polyphony in Portugal, 162-63.

Abstract

Although Josquin is by far the best-represented foreign composer in Gonçalo de Baena's 
Arte novamente inventada pera aprender a tanger (Lisbon, 1540), his music is undeniably 
under-represented both in the extant sixteenth-century Portuguese manuscripts 
containing Franco-Flemish polyphony and in volumes imported from the Netherlands 
such as Coimbra MM 2 and VienNB 1783. Josquin’s reputation made him, along with 
Ockeghem, a symbol in Portuguese humanistic culture, but up to at least the late 1530s 
his name seems to have been much better known than his music. Nevertheless, possible 
allusions to specific works by Josquin can be found in early- and mid-sixteenth-century 
Portuguese polyphony. By the 1520s, the general technical and stylistic characteristics of 
his and the following generation of northerners had begun to permeate locally produced 
polyphony. This eventually replaced the late-fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century pan-
consonant and homorythmic style associated with the Aragonese and the so-called 
Spanish court repertory.
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